BRITANNICA

world's greatest treasure house of knowledge
for the individual . . .
for the family . . .

Britannica is the priceless possession

24 HANDSOME VOLUMES
Each volume Is an outstanding example of the modern bookmaker's craft. Beautifully textured bindings are

impregnated

with Pyroxylin to withstand heaviest use and still retain their good looks. Washable, highly resistant to stains and cracking.
Strikingly accented w i t h g o l d metallic stampings.

28,711 PAGES
More pages than are contained in seventy-five average novels. Every large page of non-glare, high-opacity paper manufactured
especially f o r Encyclopaedia Britannica . . . to Britannica's rigid specifications . . . by the country's l e a d i n g p a p e r mills.

37,276,000 WORDS
All textual material in Britannica is set in clear, black type chosen for best possible readibility. Frequent headings and subheadings make it easy to pinpoint wanted information quickly.

407,100 REFERENCES & CROSS-REFERENCES
The famous Britannica Text Index is said to be the most complete assembly of related subjects ever put together. This alphabetical
Index is the key with which all information on any subject can be located quickly and easily. Cross-references within the text
pt Britannica articles also give additional sources of information.

10,335 CONTRIBUTORS
Because Britannica contains information on every essential sub ject, it could not be written by just a few authors or the authors
pf just one country. Rather, this monumental work is the result of the cooperation of more than 10,000 authorities from all over
the world.
I

22,905 ILLUSTRATIONS
Your own private gallery of superb paintings, drawings, photographs and maps—dramatically alive with color. Each picture is
Carefully selected to supplement and clarify the accompanying article.

».

12 "TRANSVISION" ANATOMY ILLUSTRATIONS ,
Detailed, full-color drawings prepared especially for Britannica. Printed on durable acetate, and showing, in cross-section, every
principal muscle, organ and bone of the male and female anatomy.

